
In a regular new Q&A feature, Chris Baker tackles your frequently asked marketing 
questions. This month, he looks at how branding can create a strong practice identity

A brand is what will define your practice’s 
values and approach to the outside world. 
It is commonly thought of  as a logo and 
artwork, but it is so much more than that. 

Your brand is how your patients and 
potential patients perceive you – they own 
your brand, not you! It is everything about 
how you do business and provide care. 

How do I define my branding?
You and your entire team need to discuss in 
detail, what it is that you do, what you stand 
for and to whom this is relevant. Only then 
can you move on to logos and artwork – 
a visual interpretation of your 
core beliefs.

I’m well known 
around here 
and (I think) 
well thought 
of. Why do I 
need a logo 
and branding?
I am quite sure that you are well known and 
thought of, but that doesn’t last forever. What 
about new people moving to the area? Or the 
younger generation as they grow up? And it 
never hurts to remind potential patients how 
wonderful you are...

Can I design my own logo?
If you have a graphic design program such 
as Indesign or Quark, and the inclination, I 
see no reason why not. It may end up taking 

too much of your time though, and for ease 
and a more relaxed life I would recommend 
that you use an agency. Don’t just use the 
first agency or designer that you speak to. It 
is important that you and the designer can 
relate to each other and that they understand 
your vision. You must feel comfortable that 
they can then encapsulate that vision and 
deliver it to the page.

If you are thinking of using 
Wordart then please 
don’t bother, 

as it looks appalling. Don’t get a 
friend who is ‘good at design’ to do 
it either – this will rarely deliver the 
desired result. 

What will my logo consist of?
This can obviously change from brand to 
brand, but in general, a dental practice’s 
brand will involve:
• Name of practice
• An icon or image 
• Possibly a strapline (eg, ‘Smiles better’).

What else do I need to consider aside 
from a logo?
Good question. Once your designer has 
delivered a visual statement of what you (and 
the team) believe to be your business in a 
nutshell then this needs to be rolled out on to 
everything associated with the business. This 
will include, but not be limited to:
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• Letterheads
• Referral forms
• Compliment slips
• Business cards
• Appointment cards
• Signage
• Welcome pack
• Website

• Newsletters.
Anything that 

you ever do again 
will involve this 
branding. The 
designer or 
agency that 
you work with 
will also supply 

you with a set of 
‘brand guidelines’. These 

organise what appears with 
what and where. For instance, a 

full colour version of the logo, what happens 
in mono, which fonts and what size they 

should be, etc. This may seem a little over-
prescriptive for a dental practice, but 

this consistency and continuity is 
what will make your brand instantly 
recognisable in the years to come.

What can I expect to pay?
Depends upon which agency you use! If you 
use an agency with an expensive office in 
Dublin then you will pay more but may get a 
better end result. I would suggest that around 
€2,000 is not unreasonable to design the logo, 
supply in relevant formats and also lay out 
related stationery. iD
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•	A	logo	creates	a	strong	first	impression	and	
establishes	your	practice’s	identity

•	Influences	how	your	patients	and	potential	
patients	perceive	you

•	Visual	interpretation	of	your	core	beliefs
•	Value	–	your	patients	will	come	to	recognise	

your	brand	and	trust	your	practice.

why branD your practice?
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